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look at research as a
'contlnuun1 of discovery'···················-·-··········································1
At the beginning of the 'continuum of discovery' scientist~· questions are general in nature,
but as research continues, questions focus on developing solutions to specific problems.
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Efforts to add value to ag products
spread across the state
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There are dozens of efforts underway to add value to South Dakota farm products. One of the
latest, a safflower crushing plant in western South Dakota, may soon become a reality.

Researchers look for ways to Improve
sow reproductive efficiency····································-·-················-··•
As pork production becomes more competitive, increased reproductive efficiency is crucial.
SDSU projects are centering on sows that can produce one large, healthy litter after another.

Unique SDSU research documents
Intergenerational farm transfer
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Differing expectations and needs can make passing the family farm from one generation to
the next difficult. SDSU researchers are developing ways to make this task easier.
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Time is spent in labs, in feedlots, in classrooms, in meetings, on the phone, and at the computer. A typical day for an SDSU researcher is a hectic day.
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Look at·research as a
'continuum of discovery'
by Fred Cholick

e conduct agricultural
research at the Experiment
Station for two reasons: 1) to contribute to the world's ever growing
knowledge base, and 2) to solve
problems in agriculture, South Dakota's number-one industry, create new
products, and enhance the quality of
life of all South Dakota citizens.
You often hear scientists talk
about ''basic" or "applied" research.
These are artificial labels, and we
probably use them because the reality is so difficult to pin down.
The reality is that research occurs
anywhere along a continuum. Back
•
at the beginning of the continuum,
- the questions are often general in
nature and cluster around ''why?"
Why do plants respond to a certain
stress? Why is one animal's rate of
gain superior to another's? Why does
one management practice improve
natural resources while another
degrades them?
Closer to the "end" of the continuum, the questions become more useroriented and often ask, "how?" How
can I avoid winter kill? How do I
keep records to find those animals
with high rates of gain? How do I
use buffer strips around a wetland?
These applied-research questions use
knowledge gained from the earlier
answers to develop solutions to real
problems. Thus, as we move along
the continuum of discovery, what is
''basic" today will be "applied" tomorrow and what is now "applied" will
be so commonplace we'll forget
where it came from. The discovery,
development, and distribution of
hybrid com is an example of former
•
research that has lost its immediate

W

sons-to reduce duplication, combine
our strengths, minimize our weaknesses, and collectively address the
problems within the states and
region with a greater solving power.
But we have learned that even
regional cooperation is not enough.
Today's world is so small we must
also have a global perspective.
Depending on where a particular
research project falls on the continuum of knowledge, different people
will use the results of different projects. Not to push a point too far, but
if we thought of that continuum as a
road, we'd know it needed a good,
~ solid base if it wasn't going to wash
a out next spring. Obviously, one set of
end users of research results ate felThe first researchers on a project ask
low researchers. On our road, some
"why." As layers of information build up
and researchers add to the knowledge
haul gravel, and some run graders or
base, the question changes to a
packers on the fill that other scienpractical "how." The answer solves a
tists provide. The road rises, layer by
real problem in agriculture, South
layer, each layer built on preexisting
Dakota's number-one industry, says
knowledge.
Fred Cholick, director of the Experiment
Other workers building this "inforStation.
mation highway'' are graduate and
undergraduate students, learning
skills as they help researchers, conconnection to land-grant institutions,
tributing to the development of
for now its marketing and distribuknowledge with their own research
tion have been picked up commerprojects. Someday these students will
cially. New discoveries in com
drive the highway themselves, along
research continue at some land-grant
with farmers, ranchers, and coninstitutions in conjunction with the
sumers in South Dakota and other
commercial sector.
parts of the world, who are using the
Experiment stations across the
country have a common bond: the
results of our research to reach their
search for knowledge. And each
own destinations, their own goals.
experiment station, like ours in South
Our scientists conduct research for
Dakota, centers on problems within
the development of knowledge.
its state and region. Our north-cenWhen we solve real problems, we
tral states have been working togethultimately improve the lives of the
er for many years on common probcitizens of South Dakota and of peolems. We cooperate for obvious reaple around the world. 0
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Safflower from South Dakota is most
often used as cooking oil or bird feed. A
safflower crus~ing plant in West River
South Dakota would market the oil, sell
the meal back to feedlot operators for
livestock feed, and add local income at all
levels of production.

~1
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statewide workshops being sponsored
by South Dakota groups that include
the Com Utilization Council, the Oil
Seeds Council, the Pork Producers, the
Soybean Research and Promotion
Council, the Stockgrowers, the Farm
Credit Service, the Cooperative Extension Service, the Department of Agriculture, and the Governor's Office of
Economic Development.
"And by March, when we have our
next workshop, there may even be
other players," according to Robyn
Hansen, executive director of the Corn
Utilization Council and a member of
· the workshop steering committee.
tymiest said efforts already are
underway to develop a business plan for a safflower crushing
plant possibly to be located in the
Wall, S.D., area and the same thing is ~
being done for a sunflower plant in
-r'."J
the Pierre, S.D., area. Both plans are
being spearheaded by the South
Dakota Oilseeds Council.
A crushing plant for adding value to
soybeans already is in operation at
Volga, S.D.
''There's a lot of potential for safflower production in the western part
of the state. Safflower doesn't grow
well where you have a lot of moisture
in August and September. In other
words, once you get east of the River,
it gets too wet for this crop," Stymiest
explained.
"We already grow some safflower,
but most of it is shipped either to the
west coast where it is crushed for cooking oil, or it is used in wild bird feed.
''The crushing plant will add value to
the crop. That's for sure. It will extract
the nil and merchandise it. The meal
also will be kept as a livestock feed and
used in feedlots or go back to the farmers directly to feed their own livestock." •
Stymiest's personal involvement is
to promote safflower production in

S

Efforts to add value
to ag products spread
across the state
by Larry Tennyson

''There's

a real good possibility
that we'll have a safflower
crushing plant somewhere in western
South Dakota," according to SDSU
· West River Agronomist Clair Stymiest.
That's one indication these days of
dozens of efforts to add value to South
Dakota agricultural products.
"There's just a whole lot of opportunity in our state," observed Dick
Kjerstad, Quinn, S.D., farmer and

feedlot operator. "It isn't a matter of
if, it's when."
''There probably are hundreds of
ways to add value to ag products,"
added SDSU West River Range Specialist Jim Johnson. ''There are even ways
to add value to the land itself. Even fee
hunting for birds or big game adds both
value and income to rural lands."
Adding value to agricultural products is the topic of a series of major

2
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western South Dakota. As an example
of the interest he's seen among growers, most of those attending a saf.._ flower meeting in Great Falls, Mont.,
. , last winter were from the Wall area.
Stymiest took a pickup load of safflower seed to Des Moines, Iowa, in
December to do an experimental
crush at the company that wants to
supply the machinery for the plant.
"An interesting spinoff is the way
this type of enterprise can add value
to the land. Safflower enables us to
add another kind of crop to our rotation in this part of the state. Safflower
is a broadleaf plant. We've had cheatgrass problems with our wheat, so if
you follow wheat with safflower, you
can use a grass herbicide. Then, if you
summer fallow it or plant millet on
the same ground the following year,
that really helps to clean up the
ground.
"All this actually helps increase
wheat yield over the way we generally
run our rotations, and that's a direct
biostress benefit. Weeds like cheatgrass are a serious type of biostress in
crop production in our area," he said.
"So far, the market for safflower has
been good," said Kjerstad. "But there's
not a lot of it produced, so it doesn't
take a lot of it to oversupply the market. If we had a crushing plant in this
area, then we've have that steady
demand for our production."
jerstad also sees opportunities
for adding value to livestock.
The Kjerstad family built a 10,000head feedlot operation and finishes
20-25,000 head each year.
"In beef production, value added is
the only way we can go," he said. "I'm
very positive about a new, retained
ownership, closed cooperative now
being studied. I think Northern Plains
Premium Beef is an excellent way to
control our product to the end. We
produce genetically superior cattle in
this area, but we don't get a dime
extra for those carcasses at presentexcept through their performance in
the feedlot.
• \
"The producer has control of his
~ end product, and this doesn't happen
with larger packers. Poultry and pork

K

The man who supports value-added safflower also sees opportunities for valueadded cattle. Dick Kjerstad, Quinn, S.D., believes that South Dakota cattlemen must
retain control through to the end product, to assure consistency, quality, and price.

industries are both way ahead of us in
quality control and consistency, and
the way they do this is to have fewer
people in the production end. If we
don't do this ourselves, it's only a matter of time before large outside corporations step in and do it for us.
"The pork industry today knows
even before conception how those
butcher hogs are going to grade and
yield, and we can do the same thing
with cattle," he commented.
Kjerstad continued that people tend
to take too narrow a view of "value
added." Value added can be in the
infrastructure to move product and
avoid having it spoil in the field.
Adding value in fact can occur any
place between the producer's barn
and the consumer's kitchen.
ansen said the workshops she's
been involved with make the
same point. The next in the series is
set for March 1997, and the focus will
be on what producers can do to add
value to their products.
"It's not just corn and soybeans
anymore," she added.
_
"The first workshop covered how
you put a board together. Next, we'll
explore where we go for money and

H
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how we get our feasibility study done.
Actually, financing and feasibility are
basic to both the second and the third
workshops.
Featured speaker at the March workshop will be Dr. David Kohl, who will
talk about megatrends in agriculture.
·Kohl, from Virginia Tech, looks at the
big picture of where agriculture is
going, not only from the South Dakota
standpoint, but globally. 0
For information on the conference,
contact Darrell Cruea, SDDA, Foss Bldg,
523 E. Capitol, Pierre, S.D. (605) 7733375.

Biostre~s connection:
Added value
increases incomes

Researchers look for ways to improve
•
sow reproductive efficiency
by Jerry Leslie

s pork production becomes
ever more competitive, swine
researchers at SDSU continue to
search for ways to improve reproductive efficiency and reduce feed costs.
Some traits that equate to reproductive efficiency are delivering a large litter of pigs and then providing plenty of
milk to nurse that litter through survival to become healthy weanlings.
The next test for that sow to go on
earning her keep is a classic example of
a biostress challenge to bounce back
quickly from nursing those pigs, rebreed, and start the cycle all over again.

A

It doesn't always work out like that.
Unfortunately the swine industry
finds it necessary to cull sows heavily
every year when sows fail to show
estrus or breed back after raising a litter of pigs. These sows end up going
down the road to the packing plant
where they are discounted over
younger barrows and gilts.
"That's extremely expensive. They
don't reach their peak reproductive
performance until their fourth or fifth
litter, and we cull 40 to 50 percent
after one or two litters," said George
Libal, swine researcher at SDSU.

ibal and others are trying ways
to reduce reproductive problems, especially for gilts, after nursing a litter of pigs. Several such projects have been completed, but the
answers are still elusive. However,
each hypothesis that gets disproved
brings scientists one step closer to.a
solution.
When scientists find the answer
they overcome a biostress, unlock the
lifetime productivity door for the typical sow, and further reduce the cost
of producing a pound of pork for a
hungry world.

L

After delivering a large litter and nursing them into healthy weanlings, the next step for a quality sow is bouncing back quickly to
rebreed and start the cycle over again. SDSU swine research is focusing on improving reproductive efficiency.
4

In one of several projects under
way in SDSU's new Swine Research
Unit north of Brookings, Libal and
~ colleague Ross Hamilton tested a thew, ory that poor reproductive efficiency
happens when sows and gilts are fed
too much while they are pregnant.
This would give them a poorer
appetite after the pigs are born,
resulting in too severe a loss of condition while nursing and failure to cycle
when they should.
The researchers tested this theory
by placing gestating sows on two
feeding levels. On one they would
gain 100 pounds; on the other they
would gain only 40 pounds during
gestation.
But when those sows farrowed and
were nursing pigs, "we did not see
any differences in feed intake during
lactation or weight differences during
lactation, and no difference in pig
performances during lactation," said
Libal.
"So the hypothesis basically didn't
hold true."
However, some interesting infor~ mation came out of the data. "We saw
W' no detrimental effects at these low
feeding levels, and on the bottom end
we were at about SO percent of the
recommended feeding level for gestation," said Libal.
The implication is that producers
might be able to cut their feeding
costs during gestation in half without
any loss in pig performance or sow
reproductive performance. And that
would be a financial gain in itself.
Libal said, "I'm still a believer that
high weight gains during gestation
might be detrimental, but our high
level was the recommended level."
He continued, "We had extremely
good lactation feed intake on all
treatments. We had a higher rate of
gain, a higher feeding intake than we
would expect."
How far can a producer go with
results from this research?
"I wouldn't assume that the level of
gain during gestation does not affect
feed intake during lactation," said
. , Libal. "If we would have had feed

a,

amino acids which are burned as
energy, producing heat in the process
and causing potential problems in a
hot environment.
In the nutritional portion of the
diet, scientists did not see an effect
from the type of diet fed, so it does
not appear they can overcome the
environmental factor of too hot a farrowing house by feeding a diet formulated this way.
"We need better temperature management of farrowing houses rather
than attempting to manipulate the
diet," Libal concluded.
intake above the levels fed, lactation
feed intake would have been reduced,
based on previous research."
ibal, still believing feed intake
during lactation continues to
be important, has initiated a followup study, also on sow and gilt condition. However, this time, Libal will
look at condition as an absolute-fatness in relationship to genetic potential, rather than pounds of gestation
gain.
Libal will attempt to condition gilts
to be the same weight, but at two different fat levels, then evaluate to see
if "absolute" fat levels make a difference in reproductive performance and
lactational performance and return to
estrus.
SDSU has several other sow projects under way or wrapping up. Partial funding has been provided by the
South Dakota Pork Council. One
study looks at emjronmental and
nutrition interactions on sow lactation. It is part of a regional study. In
this project the farrowing room was
kept at either 65 or 85 degrees
Fahrenheit to evaluate environmental
influence or interaction between diet
and environmental temperature.
The diet portion of the study evaluated differences between a diet formulated in the normal manner and
another balanced so no excess amino
acids were present, utilizing synthetic
amino acids as well as some natural
protein for a more perfect balance .
The aim was to get rid of excess

L
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The SDSU Swine Research Cen1 ter provides identical farrowing
rooms capable of separate environmental temperatures to observe differences between two groups. The
building has two farrowing rooms, a
nursery room, and a 60-sow gestation
facility. The gestation facility has individual stalls so each sow or gilt can be
fed separately during the period.
Other projects under way:
• Evaluation of the effect of sorting
pigs on sows by weight into litters of
light, heavy, and mixed weight pigs.
Some producers claim an advantage
to sorting by weight while pigs ·are
still suckling.
• Evaluation of factors that affect
lean gain for finishing pigs. An
attempt is being made to identify pigs
that have potential for high lean gain
and those that have potential for
lower lean gain so they can be fed
accordingly.
. • Evaluating protein deposition
and lean gain as they relate to sex,
thus determining the potential of barrows, boars, and gilts for meat production.
• Examining factors affecting feed
intake and appetites, specifically
amino acid balance. 0

Biostress connection:
Overcoming the stresses
of birth and nursing litters

Road maps are needed sometimes for
Mary Kay Helling and Ron Stover, principal investigators in the intergenerational
farm transfer study, to find the families
w~o've _agreed to ~articipate. This study
unique in the U.S. m the number of family
members included in the interviews.

isa}J

Unique SDSU research
documents
intergenerational
farm transfer
by Mary Brashier

he second generation is already
in its 40s. Their parents, in their
mid 60s, still run the family farm.
''The family farm is the hardest of all
family resources to let go of and pass
down to the next generation," said Ron
Stover, SDSU Deparnnent of Rural Sociology. "It is more than an economic
enterprise, it is a way of living."
"Everyone has a stocy','' added Mary
Kay Helling, SDSU Deparnnent of
Human Development, Consumer, and
Family Sciences and co-investigator in a
project examining intergenerational
transfer of the family farm.

T

"Some of those stories are sad
because strangers will be taking over
the home place," she said. "Some stories affirm life and the continuity of
the family."
Both researchers admit to being
personally caught up in the intergenerational transfer problem. Speaking
of his father-in-law, Stover mused,
"He's always been incredibly fair to his
three children. How can he be fair in
this situation?"
The project has had the inadvertent
benefit of prodding both the senior
and junior generations of farm fami6

'

lies into asking questions about how
the farm will be passed down.
"And the project's gotten them to
talk to each other," Stover added.
"They've each kept these concerns
close to the vest. Telling them that
other families are talking about the
future of the farm will open the gates,
and they too begin talking and sharing
with each other."
The project began 4 years ago. with
several hundred surveys sent to all
century farms and ranches in South
Dakota. Those who volunteered to
continue are being interviewed-both
spouses in the senior generation and
sometimes all siblings and their spouses in the next generation. Confidentiality of the interviews is guaranteed.
"We're picking up more families as
we go along," Helling said, ''by refer- ·
ral, usually, from our original families
who will say, 'now there's somebody
you ought to talk to."'
While researchers in other states
are also investigating intergenerational transfer of the family farm, the
Helling-Stover study is unique. The
strength of the South Dakota study
lies primarily in its interviews of multiple family members. "How can you
report on family satisfaction and marital agreement when you interview
only one member of the group,"
Helling wondered.

e'J)
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elling and Stover are looking
for patterns, for discernible
stages in the transfer process.
The first stage is the setting of
goals. "That sounds oversimplified,"
Stover said. "But too often, families
call in 'experts' from the banks or law
offices when first they should be sitting down and talking to each other
over the coffee cups."
• 1
So far, they have identified three
goals frequently used by farm families: WI
1) the presetvation of the farm as a unit,

2) continued financial viability of the
.farm, and 3) use of the farm as a retirement package for the senior generation.
"Some families in the study have
.!scove.red that p~ss~ng down. a fin~n. c1ally vtable farm 1s mcompat1ble with
using the farm as a retirement package," Stover said. "So they try various
options. Sometimes the only option is
to sell out, especially if the farm is
rocky financially. Or they might consider asking a son to buy or rent the
farm. Or they simply tum over the
farm to one son who understands that
he will forever be obligated to care for
his mother or father."
None of us three children have
an interest in [the farm]. Sell it
and enjoy life. It's [only] sad that
it's a century farm, and there'll be
a new name [on the mailbox].
--a son
nee goals are set, the families
have to decide how to meet
them. l:{elling and Stover find the following "principles" guide most transfers:
• Participants are identified. Will
•)\the senior generation make the deci~ sions? Or, if the second generation is
included, will in-laws be included or
will they "be sent out for pizza" at the
crucial moment, as one junior generation member suggested? The general
trend is for inclusion.
• Equality of treatment. Some are
willing to sacrifice the integrity of the
farm to treat each child equally. "For
these families, if the farm has to be
sold to divide the assets equally, so be
it," Helling said.
• Commitment to the family farm.
For some families, equality is unfair.
Th~y agree that only those who have

0

Chart of goals and principles of family farm transfers. Some ~oal~ a~e inconsis~~nt with
other goals. Similarly, some goals are inconsistent with_ certain pnnc,ples. Fa~1hes can
avoid the stress of inconsistencies by adopting alternative goals or by developing
strategies to help them adjust to the inconsistencies.

PRINCIPLES
Participants
Senior
Generation
Format
Family Format

GOALS

Inclusive Format

Equality

Commitment

Choice

Child will
inherit

Protection of
the family
from itseH

Preservation
Financially
viable
Retirement
package

worked hard on the farm have any
claim to it.
The older boy is real interested
in [the farm]. We have a hard
time getting the younger boy just
to mow the lawn. So I'll probably
take care of him some other way.
-a father
• Choice. "Over and over again, we
heard that parents wouldn't force the
farm on their children. The parents of
the junior generation almost always
urged their children to go to college
and then come back if they wanted
to," Helling said.
I said, 'Go to school and get an
education.' Then, if he shows a
real desire in this place, and if I
think he could handle it, I'll go to
town, pump gas at a filling station or something, and let him
have [the farm].
-afather ·
• Exclusive right of inheritance
coupled with parental caretaking. One
child receives the entire farming operation-land, livestock, and equipment-but must agree to take care of
the parents as long as they are alive.
"The other kids hardly get anything,"
Stover said, "but they don't have any
obligation to the parents either."
[He] is going to take care of me
like I took care of my da~ is the
way I think. I don't know what he
feels. But that's what he's stuck
with.
-afather
7

elling and Stover suggest families chart out their goals and
principles. "It ought to help them spot
any inconsistencies and look for alternatives," Stover said. "For example, it
would be extremely difficult to provide equal treatment to a number of
children while trying to preserve the
farm, or trying to maintain the farm's
financial viability, or trying to use the
farm as a retirement package."
And while talking, stay upbeat, the
researchers urged. "Most of the families
we interviewed are very positive about
farming. They like the lifestyle, they'd
love for their children to take over.
''There is wealth on the farm," Stover
concluded. "It's not always money
wealth, but maybe, depending on your
values, it's worth as much or more." 0

H

Quotes from participants have been
.edited for brevity and privacy. Drs.
Stover and Helling invite farm family
members concerned about transfer of
the family property and willing to participate in the project to contact them:
Dr. Ron Stover, SDSU, Box 504 (ph
605-688-4894); or Dr. Mary Kay
Helling, SDSU, Box 2275A )ph 605688-4399); Brookings SD 57007.

Biostress connection:
Combating human stress
in a rural environment

Technician Andy Giddings adjusts a data
acquisition system, part of the equipment
being developed at SDSU to measure the
stress required to bend and break a
~
finger-jointed laminated board. Sensors
along the board pass continuous
•
information to the computer as stress is
increased.

"What led us to SDSU with our
research needs was the national reputation of Gary Anderson," Guffey said.
"I've known Anderson for a number of
years, and he is a leader in this type
of research."
The company is preparing 1,540
boards to be used in the experiments.
That's more than $10,000 .worth of
lumber. Each board will be weighed
and tested for both rigidity and moisture before being assembled into laminated posts.
The large number of test boards is
necessary to produce statistically valid
findings among all the variables
including gluing, finger jointing, lumber grade, and planing, Anderson said.
Kelley spent a portion of the recent
summer working at the plant in Penn- ai\
sylvania to help grade and sort the
~
lumber that will be used in the test.

SDSU engineers
measure stress on posts T
designed for cheaper,
stronger pole barns
by Larry Tennyson

esearch in the SDSU Department of Agricultural Engineering could result in cheaper, stronger
structures for housing livestock,
machinery, and feedstocks.
. These improvements could be the
outcome of experiments by Ag Engineers Gary Anderson and Van Kelley.
The pair is now working to determine
if a 30-percent increase in strength can
be achieved through the use of finger

R

joints in laminated posts commonly
used for pole-barn construction.
The research aims for a post that is
not only stronger but relatively
lighter, easier to handle, cheaper to
ship, and that would result in reduced
labor costs during construction.
RigidPly Rafters, a laminating company located in Richland, Pa., is a
cooperator in the research project.
Ken Guffey is the RigidPly manager.
8

he posts will be built with
three 2 x 6 boards of southern
pine that are planed and then glued
and clamped to form a post of any
desired length. The experimental post
will feature finger joints between the
butt-ends of the boards.
Anderson said the laminated post
has become the industry standard,
because it is becoming increasingly
difficult to obtain solid-sawn lumber
of that size.
Lamination also greatly diminishes
the chance of using a weakened board
in a position requiring standard
strength. The chance of selecting
three identically weakened boards for
a single laminated post is very slight.
Lamination enables the manufacturet·to use southern pine, a type of
lumber that ordinarily tends to warp.
Warpage is minimized by laminating.
After the materials are transported
to Brookings, S.D., from the Pennsylva-

Ag Engineers Gary A.nderson, left, and Van Kelley prepare a hydraulic pump unit which will apply force on the laminated post in
the background. Variables that affect board strength include gluing, finger jointing, lumber grade, and planing.

'

If that holds true, the need for
future testing can be minimized. To
determine the relative strength of a
laminated post made of any type of
lumber, the builder would only have
to add the percentage of increased
strength due to the use of finger joints
to the relative strength of individual
pieces of whatever type of lumber he
planned to use.

nia plant, testing will begin with a
large device fabricated in the Ag Engineering Department shop by the two
engineers. The device will apply
hydraulic pressure at two points
approximately 4 feet from each end of
the post. Pressure will be measured
and increased until the post breaks.
Test results will be automatically and
accurately recorded through the use of
electronic gear also being developed
and fabricated in the Ag Engineering
Department.
Anderson and Kelley also are testing whether the same increase in
strength achieved through the use of
f flnger joints will occur when another
-- type of lumber is used.

hat would a 30 percent
stronger post mean to a
farmer planning to construct a new
pole barn? It would'mean using fewer
posts and spacing therri farther apart,
Anderson said. It also could mean
using a smaller post with standard
spacing. Posts usually are spaced from
8 to 12 feet on center.
Another possible finding of the
research project might be that a
cheaper grade of lumber could be
used to build a satisfactory post without sacrificing the necessary strength.
And how important is the research
to the company? According to Guffey, the results of the research-whatever they are-will help the company

W
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maintain its competitive position in
the marketplace. "We've been in this
business for 38 years, but we have to
keep up with the design technology."
Work on the project began in
November and is expected to be completed by the end of summer 1997,
Anderson said.
Kelley, a Texas native, has been on
staff at SDSU since 1978. He earned
his bachelor's at Texas A&M and his
master's at New Mexico State University, and he has earned his doctorate
at the University of Illinois. Anderson
grew up in Iowa and e'amed his bachelor's degree at SDSU and both his
master's and his doctor's degrees at
Iowa State University.
The research team shares in most
tasks associated with the project,
although Kelley will be in charge of
most of the testing. 0

Biostress connection:
Cheaper, stronger materials
for farm buildings

Workday for SDSU scientist
begins early, ends late
photos by Tom Bare

The duty roster is handed out at 5:30 a.m. on days
Robbi Pritchard, ruminant nutritionist in Animal and
Range Sciences, and his crew plan to work the
research project cattle. Around the breakfast table
(I to r) are Pritchard and graduate students Chad
Mueller, Sheri Bierman who is also feedlot manager,
and Allen Stateler. Later (clockwise) Pritchard
· catches up on paperwork with Jim Males, head of
the department, and tries to put in some time at his
computer, relating body weights, taken every 28
days, and dry-matter intake with carcass data. Then
he makes a quick progress check with Stateler, who
is measuring microbial protein production in the
rumen for his thesis.
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Compounds in the blood
sample Pritchard is drawing
will tell him if an implant is still
performing or if its effects
have worn off. This group of
cattle is in a feedlot
production trial evaluating
payout on growth promotants,
seeking an optimum balance
between growth enhancement
and carcass traits. Cattle in
Pritchard's projects are
bought on the open market,
as is their feed, using receipts
from previous sales. A
livestock revolving fund
covering animals used in the
Animal and Range Sciences,
Dairy, and Veterinary
Science, departments has
been set up; it must "break
even." Feeding over 1,200
head of cattle per year,
Pritchard estimates his group
and feedlot circulate nearly a
million dollars per year
through the fund.

•

John Henn, nutritionist with Walnut Grove 4x4 Feeds, stopped in this day
(above) to discuss nutrient specifications with Pritchard. He and
representatives from other companies are regular visitors seeking research
expertise and new information for their clients. Clockwise, Bryan Schipper,
Flandreau, S.D., is ready to move the last of 200 cattle shipped out today
to a packer. Later, Pritchard's group will retrieve carcass data on individual
animals. Above left, Angie Erickson, SDSU senior, shows Pritchard the
uniformity of a ration mix. Feed management is a key -factor in achieving
profitable rates of production.
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SDSU plans futuristic
development center
for rural South Dakota

•

by Larry Tennyson

futuristic ag business, rural
development, and risk management center at SDSU is an idea
whose time has come, according to
acting head of the Department of Economics Dick Shane.
Efforts move ahead to secure funding and to reallocate existing
resources to make the center a reality.
According to Shane, there is a current emphasis in South Dakota not
only on adding value to farm products but also on finding ways for
rural communities to survive economically in the face of relentless

A

urbanization of American society.
All this combines to make such a
center an essential part of the SDSU
Economics Department.
"Currently more than 90 percent of
the wheat and soybeans produced
here in South Dakota are shipped out
of state to be processed. The same is
true for about 70 percent of our corn.
We also ship over a million head of
our feeder cattle to out-of-state feedlots," the economist explained.
Adding to the urgency for enhancing farm income is the gradual loss of
government support payments that
12

will occur over the next 7 years. Such
income ranged from $272 to $433 million from 1992 to 1994. The intent in
decreasing the payments is that farmers will shift from one crop to another
and make increases in planted acres to
take advantage of price signals from
the market place. All of this increases
risk; and additional risk, in turn, magnifi,es the need for the kind of information. and analysis that could be provided by the center.
• \\'
"So the purpose of the proposed
center is to create, maintain, and fur- wJJ
nish economic information that can

•

A new research center will provide
economic information to help South
Dakotans manage farm enterprises more
efficiently and market their farm goods,
according to Don Peterson , director of the
SDSU center. With him is Penny Stover,
who will assist in collecting and
distributing information, much of which
already exists as computer data which is
inaccessible to end users.

be used to develop our rural economy, marketing our farm and ranch
products, and managing our enterprises. And this information includes
all that we are able to gather from
other states and even other nations as
well as that which we develop ourselves," said Shane.
he center has been nicknamed
"The Barn" by the economists
in the department.
According to Extension Livestock
Marketing Specialist Gene Murra, the
nickname grew from the fact that
nearly all other departments at SDSU
have places such as test plots, labs, or
.
ams to conduct their research.
"Research in our department takes
the form of information, so this center
is our barn," Murra said.
The 'barn' will serve as a place to
collect, store, analyze, and distribute
useful information, he continued.
"There's a lot of information out
there, but it isn't always in a form
that is usable. We need a place like
this to assemble this information and
analyze it."
The department gets requests for
such information all the time, Murra
said. "For instance, we might be
asked for the average price for fed
steers for the past 3 years. In many
cases, that information already is
available. It's just a matter of knowing where to look for it. In that context, this center will eventually develop into a type of one-stop shopping
center."
Only recently, the department
helped assemble a set of data in
• \response to a request from Robyn
~ansen, executive director of the
South Dakota Com Utilization Council.

T

Hansen points out that adding
value is not always a matter of developing a new ag product or processing
raw ag products .
"Brokering the product, advertising
it, marketing it, conducting feasibility
studies, assisting in planning and
organizing producer cooperatives,
and gathering and supplying critical
information also are excellent ways to
add value," she said. "In that sense,
the center is a value added type of
enterprise."
Hansen's request is but one of
many already handled by the economists. Shane said in one month alone
they handled major requests from two
major commodity groups and one
from a city chamber of commerce.
Each request takes about a week of
effort to fill.
The difficulty is that without the
center the department simply isn't
staffed or equipped to handle and
coordinate requests at these levels.
At present, such efforts are "hit and
miss," in Shane's words.

hat kinds 9f services might
the center provide?
"We can't do the full-blown feasibility study, but we can do the prefeasibility study," Shane said. "The
center also will supply basic data to
consultants hired to do feasibility
studies. All this reduces the cost of
the eventual study, which can run
from $10,000 up.
"There is another area where the
center fills an unmet need, and that's
in projects Lliat are too small to warrant a full-blown feasibility study.
Some groups can afford this kind of
study and others can't. This center
will help both groups."

W
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Yet another area of service is in
supplying graduate students or even
retired economists as low-cost consultants or researchers. Students might
even be able to generate their graduate theses from their participation in
certain kinds of studies.
Case studies developed from the
various projects undertaken by the
center also will serve as valuable
teaching materials for classrooms in
the department, Shane added.
bane already is assembling the
staff. Don Peterson is being
S
partially shifted from his present
duties to serve as director. Wayne
Ellingson will be another key .player.
Others are being moved into support areas including data entry and
computer services.
Shane hopes to secure an endowed
chair in finance and rural development, and whoever might fill that slot
would work closely with the director.
Other staff will include persons to
do analysis and possibly someone to
do publications work. A quarterly
publication featuring current information and research findings may be
published eventually, Shane said.
Peterson's immediate goal as director will be to computerize a large
amount of useful information. This
involves developing software that will
enable rapid access to any category of
information. Another immediate goal
is to get a Web page set up on the
Internet. A lot of the information
required for pre-feasibility studies and
other types of assistance already
exists on the Web, Peterson said.
· "Our Web page will feature 'hot
buttons' that will enable a person to
be transferred directly to the source
of the information such as another
university, the USDA, or even an
international source," Peterson said.O

Blostress connection:
Stronger resources for
rural developers

New 'Ag Center'
boosts research, Extension
in West River
by Larry Tennyson

iostress research and
Extension activities in western South Dakota received a huge
boost with the December comple- ·
tion of a 8, 100-square-foot service
facility built in northwestern Rapid
City, S.D.
The new structure will provide
office, classroom, laboratory, and
storage space for the entire West
River Ag Center staff who were formerly located in less functional

B

quarters on the grounds of the Central States Fair.
Dr. Bob Gartner, director of the
SDSU West River Ag Center, said the
new building is a vast improvement
that will enable the staff to better
serve the people of the 22 West River
counties and three Indian reservations. He added that new programs
and delivery systems for improving
the quality of life in western South
Dakota now will be possible.

athy Reeves, 4-H youth specialist for western South Dalmta, said the new facility will provide a
regional home for 4-H. ''The biggest
difference is that we'll now have a · '
place for area 4-H meetings. These
now are hard to schedule-especially
those which last for longer than a
day."
"Clover University'' is a major 4-H
project that has found a home in the
new facility, Reeves said. ''This is a

K

West River researchers and Extension specialists really have put something of themselves in their new quarters. To help save
time and costs, they did some of the finishing work on the new West River Ag Center themselves. Staff moved into their new
quarters in December.
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program for 4-H project leader train. ing for every single project area, and
it will be conducted every Saturday--except for holidays--over the
next 2 years. This is a program for
everybody in the state who wishes to
participate, not just for those project
leaders in western South Dakota.
Some participants even may come
from Nebraska, Montana, and
Wyoming."

•

ccording to SDSU West River
Agronomist Clair Stymiest,
one of the more outstanding features of the new facility is a laboratory funded by the South Dakota
Wheat Commission. "We'll now be
able to do a much better job in
scouting and diagnosing biostress
problems such as insect outbreaks
and plant diseases.
"Still another great feature is the
60-person capacity teaching-meeting room. This will make a big
improvement in our ability to train
Extension agents. We can freeze our
samples of plants and disease problems, then utilize them when we
have agent training later in the year.
"The feature I like best, though, is
that offices, lab, and the teachingmeeting areas are all under one
roof. Besides being handy, this will
save an enormous amount of staff
time and enable us to get a lot more
done in a work day," said the spe- .
cialist.

A
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DSU west District Extension
Supervisor George Black
echoed Stymiest's approval. "The
first benefit that comes to mind is ·
that this new facility gives me a better environment to work in without
the inconvenience of heat, cold,
leaky roofs, and electrical problems.
I'll have more room for my files, and
I know I'll be able to do more work
in less time.
"The training we give agents
also will be of higher quality, and
we won't have to go hunting for a
place to meet. I'm also intrigued by
the potential benefits of being

S
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located next door to the TIE Center
and being able to interact with
their experts in developing our
computer technology and access to
the Internet.
"Being located so close to the
Interstate highway makes us readily
accessible to those we serve, and I'm
just generally excited about the possibilities now open to us through
this new building."
here's even a human biostress
benefit in having the new
building, said West River Range
Management Specialist Jim Johnson. "These new quarters will
reduce the biostress on all of us," he
said. "I'll finally have room to bring .
my plant specimens and_slides from
home so I can work with them in my
plant work. I also intend to use
them in the two books I'm working
on and in the training I do for
agents.
·"Our enhanced ability to conduct
workshops also will have a positive
effect on developing human facilita-.
tion and collaboration. These skills
enable people to get more things
done and thereby achieve a better
quality of life, and they are skills
that can be used in all aspects of
life-not just in the biosciences."

T

uinn, S.D., farmer and feedlot operator Dick Kjerstad
chaired the fundraising committee
to help build the new Center. "This
gives the producers of western
South Dakota a facility where we
can go to update ourselves on new
technology.
"This definitely is going to be a
big plus for our area," Kjerstad continued. "I don't know of one producer in the West River area who hasn't
benefitted from the work that has
been done by staff such as Clair
Stymiest.
"You can see it right here in our
area. We've gone from what used to
be a basic, winter wheat, summer
fallow kind of operation to the point
where more and more of us are

Q
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going to a continuous crop, no-till
kind of operation.
"We're now growing a lot of different crops and have become a lot
more diversified. As an example, a
few years ago in our area, we grew
very little millet, com, or safflower
in our area-and no peas at all.
"In our own case, we plan eventually to go totally away from summer fallow in order to take better
care of our land."
Kjerstad said, as chair of the
fundraising committee, he has been
pleased with the way producers and
businesses have gotten behind the
project to build the Center. "Without their support, this building simply wouldn't have been built," he
explained. "But there's still a lot of
things that need to be purchased,
and we'll be happy to hear from
those who haven't already contributed."
The Center can be reached by
turning south from Interstate 90 on
Exit 55 onto Deadwood Avenue,
then proceeding east on North Plaza
Drive, following that street east and
south about 1 mile. 0

Biostress connection:
Better services to
West River citizens

SDSU dedicates new laboratory
honoring veteran Milbank
cheese makers

11

by Jerry Leslie

outh Dakota State University
has dedicated a new laboratory and an endowed research position
in the name of two cheese makers
from Milbank, S.D.
The "Alfred Laboratory," a newly
remodeled lab in the Dairy-Microbiology Building at SDSU, was dedicated
as a place to conduct research into
cheese chemistry, cheese technology,
and food safety.
Dignitaries snipped a piece of
cheesecloth in lieu of the traditional
ribbon.
The "Alfred Lab" was named in
honor of two "Alfreds." Alfred Gonzenbach and the late Alfred Nef were partners who founded Valley Queen
Cheese at Milbank 67 years ago.
Alfred Nef died 6 years ago. Alfred
Gonzenbach, 94, still lives in Milbank,
said his son, Max Gonzenbach, during
the dedication ceremony. Unable to
attend due to the inclement weather,
the elder Gonzenbach vowed he would
visit the lab that bears his name.
Max, now an officer of Valley
Queen Cheese, said at the dedication
that his father and Alfred Nef, when
they came from Switzerland to the
United States, didn't have a lot of
education but they knew how to
make cheese.
Over the years they came to know
the value of education and what it
meant to their family, their town,
their country, and their industry.
. They were quick to support the Valley
Queen scholarships, a number of
dairy research projects, and the new
dairy barn, said Gonzenbach.
He said the laboratory will "perpetuate the memory of a couple of Swiss

S

entrepreneurs who joined forces and
made it happen in Milbank, S.D."
he holder of the Alfred Chair is
microbiologist David Henning,
who filled the position in July 1994,
coming here from a research position
with Kraft Foods.
Henning described the high tech
equipment the lab contains, including
a state-of-the art hood allowing both
biological and chemical containment
under the same hood, volatile acid
and volatile solvent storage facilities,
and an ultra low freezer that takes

T

cheese bacterial cultures down to
minus 85 degrees Fahrenheit.
Also in the laboratory: pulse field
gel electrophoresis equipment that
allows Henning to look at chromosomes of organisms, a thermocy~le
which allows identification of genes, a
spiral plater to give uniformity to
plate preparation, and 40-pound
cheese vats to experiment with small
batches of cheese without committing
5,000 pounds of milk.
SDSU's President Robert Wagner
said, "The milk industry and the
cheese industry are a wonderful

•

Cheese Makers Endow SDSU Laboratory
Associate Professor David Henning, right, microbiologist and holder of the Alfred Chair
for cheese research at SDSU, discusses a brick of cheese with members of the
Gonzenbach family from Valley Queen Cheese, Milbank. From left are David Gonzenbach, his father Max Gonzenbach, Jeanne Gon~~nbach (Max's wife and David's mother), and Stacy Gonzenbach (Dave's wife). Both the newly remodeled Alfred Lab in
SDSU's Dairy Science Department and the research position held by Henning were
endowed by two Alfreds-Alfred Gonzenbach and the late Alfred Net-who 67 years
•
ago founded Valley Queen Cheese. Max and David are son and grandson of Alfred
Gonzenbach, now 94.
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approaching him at a North Central
Cheese Meeting in St. Paul, Minn., in
1989 with the concept of an endowed
chair. "Something like this happens to
a department head once in a lifetime,"
said Parsons.
Parsons thanked the founders' sons,
Max Gonzenbach and Rudy Nef, for
their help in this and other projects.
Parsons said, "This, the first
endowed chair on the SDSU campus,
will help the Dairy Science Department to continue as a leader in training dairy students and conducting
research in the dairy industry."
enning expects the Alfred
Chair to emphasize research
beneficial to the cheese industry of .
South Dakota. The program would be
directed toward practical applications
of new technologies which need
refinement before a cheese plant
could implement them.
"A prime example would be the use
of microfiltration for Cheddar and
full-fat and reduced-fat varieties.
"This technology may allow the use
of minimally heat-treated cheese milk
for the production of highly flavored
accelerated aged cheese. But it would
remove the danger of pathogenic
microorganisms or the unwanted production of off-flavors and gas by .fermentative organisms that are naturally found in much of the raw milk in
the Upper Midwest."
Henning intends to incorporate the
efforts of other Dairy Science manufacturing staff into a coordinated
research program. The research into
low-fat cheese manufacturing methods of Vikram Mistry could be an
excellent fit with other cheese technologies, Henning said.
He also will explore with South
Dakota cheese factories the development of cheeses for niche markets.
"These specialty cheeses can be higher-margin products than bulk cheeses
which require large tonnages and sufficient raw milk supplies to be profitable. Specialty cheeses do require
marketing channels and marketing
support that may not be used currently by South Dakota cheese producers," Henning continued.

H
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resource for the state of South Dakota
whose 715,000 residents cannot consume all that is produced here. The
state ends up exporting cheese
throughout the nation."
Dr. Wagner outlined SDSU's Dairy
Science Department course and
degree offerings, saying that "SDSU
has a long educational commitment
to producing professionals to serve
the cheese ind us try and the dairy
industry."
The Alfred Lab and the Alfred
Chair will conduct research that can
make inroads into sustainability and
profitability of the cheese industry in
South Dakota, said Wagner.
Wagner described the founders of
Valley Queen Cheese as "giants in the
earth," and their manufacturing plant
as "a symbol nationwide of what
cheese-making is all about."
David Bryant, dean of the SDSU
College of Agriculture and Biological
Sciences, served as master of ceremonies and presented a plaque honoring the donors. The plaque will be on
permanent display at the Alfred Laboratory.
John Parsons, head of the Dairy Science Department, recounted the story
of Rudy Nef and Max Gonzenbach
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Henning also views the· position as
a contact for a cheese manufacturer
in South Dakota, whether proprietary
or a large cooperative, for information assistance on technical questions.
"The Alfred Chair should be an
information broker and provide specific technical assistance or refer the
cheese maker to someone with the
specific expertise to solve the problem."
The Alfred Chair also could be
responsible for a graduate level
course in cheese technology every
other year. This would be directed
toward the microbiological aspects of
cheese, yet using outside experts in
the engineering aspects of cheese
making.
The chair also would be a part of a
team-taught undergraduate course in
cheese. The position also will advise
several graduate students and direct
their thesis research.
Henning is a B.S. graduate of the
University of Illinois in dairy technology, and a Ph.D. graduate of Oregon
State University in microbiology.
Before joining SDSU in 1990, Dr.
Henning served 2 years as chairman
of the Food Microbiology Committee
for International Life Sciences Institute on the selection committee for
research grants.
His longest professional experience
was nearly 20 years with Kraft General Foods, advancing from a senior scientist in the Dairy Products Research
Laboratory at Glenview, Ill., through
the ranks to manager of the Dairy
Products Lab, to manager of the Natural Cheese Research Lab, to director
~f Corporate Quality Assurance at
Skokie, Ill. In addition, he has an
impressive list of publications,
abstracts, trade and popular presentations, and competitive grants. 0

Biostress connection:
Improved cheese
technology for South
Dakota processors

New wheat variety
passes many tests
on long road
to farmers' fields
by Jerry Leslie

his winter and spring, farmers
across South Dakota will walk
into their local certified seed supplier
and pick up a bag of hard red spring
wheat named "Russ." The new variety
from SDSU promises to yield better
than older varieties on the market and
also be resistant to Hessian fly.
How that bag of new and improved
seed got to the dealer is a success story
of land-grant university biostress
research, repeated, year after year, in
several crop breeding programs.

T

new variety begins with a problem in a farmer's field, according to Jackie Rudd, spring wheat
breeder at SDSU.
In this case, the problem was an
outbreak of Hessian fly, an insect that
devastated fields of spring wheat in
northeastern South Dakota in 1978
and again in 1981.
Don Keim, spring wheat breeder at
SDSU at the time, went to work on the
problem with SDSU and USDA entomologists in both Brookings, S.D., and
Manhattan, Kan.
A call went out for germplasm that
showed resistance. When some was
identified, it was a matter of screening,
cross-breeding, selecting, purifying,
and eventually developing a highyielding, resistant variety.
A new wheat breeder, Fred Cholick,
arriving in 1981, carried on Keim's
work and released two resistant varieties, Guard in 1982, and Shield in
1984. Shield was a parent for Russ.
Jackie Rudd succeeded Cholick as
spring wheat breeder in 1991. This

brings to three the number of breeders
involved in the production of Russ.
In addition, several graduate students
are critical to the on-going research
effort, according to Cholick. One graduate student in particular, Deborah
Steiger, helped manage the Hessian fly

breeding program as part of her research
responsibility, in addition to her thesis.

,, Russ

was actually in advanced
yield trials when I got here,"
said Rudd. "In 1991, I first evaluated
these lines. I kept three of those five,
then dropped to two, and finally kept
just Russ."
Rudd continued, "My job was to
look at all the previous data, accumulated by Fred Cholick's program, continue further·testing, and make the
decision to put the line into the SDSU
Performance Testing Program."
Plants were screened in an SDSU
greenhouse for stem rust, leaf rust, and
other diseases. The screening for Hessian fly resistance was done in Kansas by
USDA Entomologist Jim Hatchett. The
wheat seed went through bread-baking
trials in North Dakota.
"During the generation advance,
field disease and agronomic observa-
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When Jackie Rudd became SDSU's spring wheat breeder, Russ was well along the
road to release and farmers' fields. Other promising wheats for the future are also
making their way along this same road.
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tions are made each season, and lines
are eliminated based on lodging or
shattering or susceptibility to leaf rust,
. item rust, tan spot, septoria, or to what. ver stresses are in the field at the
time," said Rudd.
''That's why we test in multiple environments, to experience multiple stresses like heat or drought, or biological,
like diseases or insects," Rudd continued. "Plant breeding is the purest form
of biostress research," he added.
"The breeding program is a full
pipeline in that all operations are
being done every year. While some
experimental lines are being increased
at early generations, we're selecting at
more advanced generations in others.
Each year, the program evaluates
10,000 individual lines, about 1,000
true breeding lines, and 100 advanced
lines," said Rudd.
Of those 100 advanced lines, about
30 will be tested in the second year of
advanced yield trials, and in the next
year only about 5 of those 30 will survive to be tested by Crop Performance
and Regional Yield Trials. "Plant
breeding is a continual process of
•
limination," Rudd said.
he "Russ" cross was made in
1984 in an SDSU greenhouse
between a high-yielding line and a
Hessian fly-resistant line. The 15 or 20
seeds went on increase, first in a winter.nursery in 1984, then again in
1986 to squeeze out an extra generation per year. In addition, the seed
was grown in South Dakota in 1985
and 1988. Yield trials began in 1989.
In 1990, the promising line went
into the South Dakota Crop Performance Trials to be tested by SDSU in
nine locations across the state: Brookings, Watertown, Highmore, Redfield,
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Selby, Groton, Wall, Bison, and the
Harding County town of Ralph.
In 1991 and 1992, this line went on
test in regional trials conducted by
land-grant universities in North Dakota, Minnesota, Wyoming, Idaho, Montana, and Canada. In 1992 it went
into preliminary increase in the SDSU
Spring Wheat Breeding Program.
Extremely good data on the line
brought it before the SDSU Plant Science Variety Release Committee in the
fall of 1992. The committee made t_he
decision to increase the seed in 1993
with intent to release in 1995.
In 1993, between 5 and 10 bushels
of seed went to the Foundation Seed
Stocks Division's Jack Ingemansen for
the production of breeder seed.
From Ingemansen's 150 acres, the
seed was released to registered seed
growers of the Crop Improvement
Association in 1995.
Registered seed from 1995 went on
to 500 certified seed growers of the
Crop Improvement Association for further increase on about 18,000 acres in
1996. The seed thus produced in 1996
is what the public will purchase and
plant in 1997 .
From initial cross in the greenhouse
to planter boxes of farmers, the
elapsed time was about 13 years.
long the road to release, a new
variety has help from many
people and organizations:
• Wheat growers express their
needs and support the breeding program through their checkoff dollars
administered by the South Dakota
Wheat Commission.
• Other land-grant universities
share germplasm, test each others'
advancing lines, and share expertise.
• USDA scientists offer expertise.
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• The South Dakota Seed Testing
Lab conducts genetic purity tests on
the developing lines to verify they are
genetically what they claim to be.
• Foundation Seedstocks, a private
nonprofit corporation, increases
breeder seed.
• South Dakota Crop Improvement
Association growers produce and sell
certified seed under strict conditions
for purity and quality.
Bob Pollmann, executive secretary
of the Crop Improvement Association
and director of the Seed Certification
Service, views all new seed coming
out of SDSU and the Seed Certification Program as "a way of marketing
SDSU research."
Pollmann said, "A new release is
actually our method of transferring
research out to the ag community. All
the disease resistance, yield ability, and
seed quality is the end product of
research."
A new and improved variety makes a
farmer more competitive. "A new variety
benefits a lot of people," said Pollmann,
"not just the farmer who grows it."
Those others include the consumer,
the bakery, the millers, the grain elevators, the railroads, the truckers, and so
on back to the home towns where the
farmers shop and pay their taxes.
No one person can take credit for a
new variety, Rudd pointed out. "All
plant breeding builds on what has
gone before, even all the way back to
the biological diversity present on this
planet." 0

Biostress connection:
"Breeding-the purest form
of biostress research"
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A washed out bank on the Platte River in
Nebraska serves as a backdrop for
Carter Johnson's research about the
river's woodland changes and patterns.
Johnson recently won the W.S. Cooper
Award for his research paper on the
river's ecological changes.

Platte River research
collects awards,
gives students
work experience
by Jennifer Widman

he landscape of the Platte River
differs so sharply from that of
other western rivers, Carter Johnson
just had to know why.
Johnson's curiosity led to research.
His research led to an award-winning
paper for him, real-world experience
for SDSU students, and useful data for
residents of the Platte River basin.
With the help of Mark Dixon and
Susan Boettcher, SDSU research assistants and graduate students, Johnson
conducted a detailed study of more
than a century of ecological changes
that have taken place in the Platte
River in Nebraska.
Johnson, a professor in the SDSU
Department of Horticulture, Forestry,
Landscape and Parks (HFLP), wanted
to better understand the patterns and
causes of changes in the river's woodland and their impact on the habitat
of non-woodland birds, such as
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whooping cranes, sandhill cranes, and
the piping plover.
he increased woodland vegetation along the Platte is in sharp
contrast to the woodland decline documented for many western rivers.
Johnson's paper, "Woodland expansion in the Platte River, Nebraska: patterns and causes," explains how flooding, ice scouring, drought, and water
diversions have changed the river,
increasing woodland extent and narrowing the river bed.
The Platte River data will be useful to
those who manage the river and must
consider how its changes will affect
humans and animals, including some
endangered species, Johnson said.
"There are a lot of complicated
issues, and sometimes they're real
contentious, but what's been lacking is
good data," he said. "That's what I've
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been able to provide with the students' help."
Mark Dixon, a Waukee, Iowa, native,
earned his master's in wildlife and fisheries from SDSU in 1994. He assisted
Johnson by gathering and analyzing
data on the Platte River, focusing on
changes in the type and amount of vegetation between 1986 and 1995.
Using Geographic Information Systems, a merger of computer maps and
databases, Dixon created maps of the
river's vegetation from data collected
from aerial photographs on different
dates. By layering the maps, he produced visual representations of the
changes during various time periods.
"The current contention is whether
the river is continuing to narrow or
whether it's stabilized," Dixon said.
"Our results show that there was a •
time over which the river adjusted to
changes in management and hydrology, but now it is more or less stable."
lthough Dixon's master's thesis
dealt with behavioral factors
that allow blue jays to subsist on weevil-infested acorns, rivers are an area of
special interest for him. Rivers link various habitats across the landscape and
have numerous uses, including recreation, irrigation, and power. This
makes them significant for both
humans and wildlife, Dixon said.
"Rivers are particularly important to
study because they tend to reflect what
happens in the landscape around
them," he said. "Rivers are at the crux
of a lot of strategies for the conservation of natural areas. If you manage the
rivers wisely, both humans and nature
benefit."
, . Dixon enjoyed his work on the Platte River project because of his interest
in the natural world and his desire to
find workable solutions to environmental problems. He also appreciate4
the opportunity to expand his practical experience.
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"I learned a ton working with Dr.
Johnson," Dixon said. "The mentoring
was definitely a very important part of
the whole experience for me and
elped me a lot in terms of interacting
professionally."
A 1987 graduate of Iowa State University in Ames, Dixon is now pursing
his doctorate in landscape ecology at
the University of Wisconsin at Madison.
He has worked several seasonal jobs in
the ecology field and assisted with
research at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in Blacksburg,
Va., where he met Johnson.
Dixon's previous involvement in
post-graduate research allowed him to
take on responsibility more quickly
than other students or research assistants might have, Johnson said. However, even students who need a great
deal of instruction and supervision
bring their own strengths to research
projects.
"Sometimes I think the real advantage of working with students is the
fresh ideas and enthusiasm you get,"
Johnson said. ''They also tend to be
hard workers, so I think it's a great
advantage to have student assistance
available."
The greatest benefits for students
who participate in research are practical work experience and a sense of
accomplishment, Johnson said.
"It's not often that students have
the chance to go out in the field and
collect data for meaningful research
that will have real results and help
solve real problems," he said.
ohnson's paper appeared in Ecological Monographs in 1994 and
has garnered him two awards. In
August, he received the William S.
Cooper Award given by the Ecological
Society of America CESA). The award,
named for one of the founders of modem ecology in America, honors authors
of outstanding contributions in geobotany, physiographic ecology, plant
succession, or the distribution of organisms along environmental gradients.
Johnson said he is honored that the
ESA, with more than 7,000 members,
recognized him. "The Society gives
five to six awards each year, two of
which are for students," he said. "It's
gratifying to be recognized for the
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Mark Dixon (left), a former SDSU research assistant and graduate student, examines
a map of vegetation along the Platte Ri~er with Carter Johnson, professor in the
SDSU Department of Horticulture, Forestry, Landscape and Parks. Johnson says that
the opportunity to participate in research gives students practical work experience
and a sense of accomplishment.

many hours of thinking about the
paper and writing it."
P.A. Harcombe of Rice University,
chair of the Cooper Award selection
committee, said, "This paper is a
model for other riparian studies and
an important reference for scientists
wanting to learn about the differences
between braided and meandering
streams. Notably, Dr. Johnson's
research was supported with funds
from the irrigation districts and electric power utilities of Nebraska, thereby providing another example of the
high quality research that is possible
working in collaboration with agriculture and ind us try."
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Last year, the International Association of Landscape Ecology U.S.
Regional Chapter chose Johnson's
paper the best in the discipline of
landscape ecology. Johnson is continuing his study of the Platte River and
recently submitted an updated paper
for publication.
"Dr. Johnson is at the forefront of
research in landscape ecology/' said
Pete Schaefer, head of the SDSU HFLP
Department. "We are very fortunate to
have a scientist of his caliber on the
faculty."
A Sioux Falls native, Johnson
received his doctorate from North
Dakota State University in 1971, then
worked at Oak Ridge National Labora. tory at Oak Ridge, Tenn., for 6 years.
Before joining the SDSU faculty in
1989, he taught at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. He
was head of the SDSU HFLP Department until 1994, when he resigned to
devote more time to research. 0

Blostress connection:
Students prepare to be
tomorrow's senior scientists
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Calendar of Events
Date

Event

Person to Contact

Jaaury 1997
8-9
9-Feb 1

Ag Expo '97, Sioux Falls
National Cattlemen's Beef Association Annual Convention

& Trade Show, Kansas City
1O
10-12
11

Harding County Stockgrowers Annual Meeting, Buffalo
4-H Council/Ambassador Meetings, Spearfish

Mary Ellen Aamot, 4-H, SDSU

SDSU Lamb Bonanza, SDSU

Jeff Held, Animal Science, SDSU

16-18

South Dakota Pork Producers Council
Annual Meeting and Trade Show, Sioux Falls

21-25

Sioux Empire Farm Show, Sioux Falls

22
23
24
27
28
29
30
31
28
31-Feb 9

Commercial Pesticide Applicator Training
Aberdeen
Watertown
Brookings
Yankton
Mitchell
Rapid City
Pierre
Sioux Falls

Jim Wilson, Plant Science, SDSU

Farm Family Conference: Sustaining Farm and Family, Aberdeen
Black Hills Stock Show, Rapid City

Doug Zalesky, Animal Science, SDSU

February 1997
3-7

Sheep Shearing School , Buffalo

11 -16

Watertown Winter Farm Show

12-13

1997 AGARAMA, Sioux Falls

Jeff Held, Animal Science, SDSU

15

Pork Classic, SDSU

Bob Thaler, Animal Science, SDSU

15

Clover Classic, SDSU

Rich Howard, 4-H , SDSU

15-20

International Society for Range Management Annual Meeting, Rapid City
Don Peterson , Economics, SDSU

20

FAIR Act-Rural
,. Issues Satellite Conference, SDSU

20

Sheep Unit Lambing Time Open House, SDSU

Lowell Slyter, Animal Science, SDSU

Crop/Pest Conference, Rapid City

Bob Pollman , Plant Science, SDSU

25-26

March 1997
1
5-7
14-15

South Dakota Ram Test Open House, Newell

Jeff Held, Animal Science, SDSU

4-H Recognition Training, Sioux Falls

Carolyn Clague, 4-H , SDSU

Little International/Ag Expo, SDSU

14-16

Black Hills Junior Leader Conference, Rapid City

Kathy Reeves, 4-H, SDSU

24-26

SDSU Nutrition Seminar, Brookings

Carol Pitts, Family & Consumer Sciences, SDSU
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